Interactive
Touchscreen
Compact computer slot

Built-in whiteboard

Responsive touch Interface

Google play store

Video conferencing integration

Sizes available from 55” - 98”

Wireless device casting

Integrated web browser

Instant Interactive 4K UHD Resolution Monitor
The optimal solution to meet the requirements of meeting spaces. Helps facilitate a successful
meeting by driving participants to share ideas on the screen using intuitive touch and writing
tools.

The Future of Collaborative Workspaces
Built-in digital whiteboard interactive display delivers collaborative capabilities for both classrooms
and meeting spaces. Seamless anotation, screen mirroring, split-screen up to 4 wireless devices,
built-in web browser, Android Apps, ability to share content easily, and built-in slim core i5/i7 PC
slot on the back of the touch panel.

Contact us for a free on site or virtual demo!
Consultation and training available!
714-535-1414 | sales@assuredav.com | 2941 E. Miraloma, Suite #3 Anaheim, CA 92806 | assuredav.com

Features
Wireless device casting

Digital whiteboard
The digital whiteboard allows the user
to annotate seamlessly directly from the
device.

Wireless device casting allows for each team
member to cast from their device to the touch
panel. This allows for seamless transitions
from one collaborator to the next. Multiple
devices can also be displayed with split-screen
integration.

Split-screen compatable
Split-screen allows for the display of
multiple devices on the touch panel at
once.

Integrated web browser

Access to Android Apps

Surf the web at the touch of a ﬁnger.
With an embedded browser, accessing the
web is quick and easy.

Touch panels allow for access to all the
collaborative capabilities of Android apps
directly on the touch panel.

Video conferencing capability

Compact computer slot

With integrate video confrencing, hybrid
meetings can be conducted directly from
the touch panel using any available video
confrencing platform.

With a compact computer slot, touch panels
are customizable with core i5/i7 OPS PC
to meet your computing needs.

Contact us for a free on site or virtual demo!
Consultation and training available!
714-535-1414 | sales@assuredav.com | 2941 E. Miraloma, Suite #3 Anaheim, CA 92806 | assuredav.com

